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§ 0.

Introduction

The notion of homogeneous systems has been introduced in [4]. For the
investigation of various properties of homogeneous Lie loops and their tangent
Lie triple algebras introduced in [1], it seems to be more convenient to treat them
as homogeneous systems. In the present paper, the decomposition theorem of
analytic homogeneous systems is shown in such a case that the canonical connection satisfies a tensor equation (2.4) and that the Killing-Ricci form of the
tangent Lie triple algebra is nondegenerate (Theorem and Corollary 1 in § 2).
For the symmetric homogeneous systems we get the de Rham-Wolf decomposition
of the pseudo Riemannian structure defined by the Ricci tensor (Corollary 2 in § 2).
§ 1.

Preliminaries

An analytic homogeneous system (G, η) is a connected analytic manifold G
together with an analytic ternary operation η: G x G x G - » G satisfying (1) η(x,
y, x) = η(x, x, y) = y9 (2) η(x, y, η(y, x, z)) = z and (3) η(x, y, η(u, v, w)) =
η(η(x, y, u\ η(x, y, υ), η(x, y, w)). Let (G, η) be an analytic homogeneous
system. For x, y e G, the analytic diffeomorphism η(x, y) of G defined by
η(x, y)z = η(x, y, z) is called the displacement of (G, η) from x to y. Let G be an
analytic homogeneous Lie loop, i.e., a loop with an analytic multiplication xy
satisfying the conditions (1) the left translations and right translations are all
analytic diffeomorphisms of G, (2) there exists a two sided identity element e,
(3) for each x there exists a two sided inverse element x"1 of x such that L~l =
Lx-ι, where Lx denotes the left translation by x, and (4) the left inner mapping
Lxy — L~^LxLy is an automorphism of the loop G for any x, y e G. For such a
homogeneous Lie loop G an analytic homogeneous system η can be defined on G by
(1.1)

η(x, y, z) = x((χ-1y)(x~1z))

for

x, y, zeG.

Any analytic homogeneous system (G, η) with a base point e is a local homogeneous
Lie loop under the multiplication
(1.2)

xy = η(e,x, y)
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in a neighborhood U of e, and in fact it is a (global) analytic homogeneous Lie
loop if and only if the right translations are the diffeomorphisms of G (cf. [4], [5]).
In the following the terminologies, notations and results concerning homogeneous
systems and homogeneous loops are referred to the papers [l]-[5],
Let (G, η) be an analytic homogeneous system with an arbitrarily fixed base
point e. By using the multiplication (1. 2) on G, the left inner mapping group
Λe generated by all left inner mappings Lxy is defined at e which is the same as the
group of diffeomorphisms generated by all of η(y, e)η(x, y)η(e, x), x, y e G.
Denote by F the canonical connection of (G, η). Its torsion S and curvature R
are parallel tensor fields on G and they define on the tangent space © = Te(G)
at e a Lie triple algebra under the bilinear and trilinear operations

(1.3)

XY= Se(X, 7),

IX, 7, Z] = D(X, Y)Z = Re(X, Y)Z

for X, Y, Z e ©. It should be noted that the signs of S and R are adopted oppositely to those defined usually by other authors. Any displacement of (G, η)
is an affine transformation of F and especially the left inner mapping group Λe
is a subgroup of the affine transformation group Aff(F) of F. Let Ke denote
the closure of Λe in Aff(F). Then the product manifold A = G x Ke has a Lie
group structure with which (G, F) can be identified with the reductive homogeneous space A/Kέ of K. Nomizu [9] with the canonical connection of 2nd
kind. A pseudo Riemannian metric B on G will be said to be invariant if it is an
invariant metric of the homogeneous space A/Ke, i.e., if each displacement of
(G, η) is an isometry of B. (G, η) is called a geodesic homogeneous system if,
for any geodesic curve x(t)(tel) of the canonical connection, η(x(tί\ x(t2J)
induces the parallel displacement of tangent vectors from x(ίx) to x(t2) along the
geodesic for tl9 t2 e /. A homogeneous system is said to be regular if it is geodesic
and the group Ke induces on © the holonomy group of F at e. In [5-Π] we
have shown the following
PROPOSITION. Let (G, ή) be a simply connected regular analytic homogeneous system. The tangent Lie triple algebra © at some base point e is
decomposed into a direct sum of ideals ©f of © as
© = ©1 +...+ ©fc

if and only ίf(G, η) is isomorphic to the product of invariant subsystems (Gl9 η^
of(G9η)as
(G, η) £ (G15 fh) x

x (Gk,ηd,

where each Gf contains e with the tangent Lie triple algebra ©f at e.
Here, a subsystem (H, ηn) of (G, ^)is said to be invariant if η(x, y)xH~
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yH for any x, y e G, where xH = η(H9 x, H), and it is normal if η(xH, yH9 zH) =
η(x9 y, z)H for x, y, zeG.
A subsystem is normal if and only if it is the kernel
of a homomorphism of homogeneous systems (cf. [5-IΠ]).
§ 2. Decomposition theorems
Let (G, η) be a regular analytic homogeneous system with a base point e.
We apply the formulas and results obtained in [7] to the tangent Lie triple algebra
© of (G, η} at e. Choose an arbitrary chart ((7, x1') around e and denote by
Ei = -=-Γ , ! < / < n = dimG, the natural basis at e. By using this basis the
operations of Lie triple algebra © are expressed as

Y)z =
for X, Y, Z e ©, where S*j and #{7/t are respectively the components of the
torsion S and the curvature R of the canonical connection V with respect to the
chart. In [7] we have defined the Killing-Ricci form β of a Lie triple algebra ©
to be a symmetric bilinear form on © obtained by restricting the Killing form α
of the standard enveloping Lie algebra $! = © + /)(©, ©) to © x ©, where £>(©, ©)
denotes the inner derivation algebra of © generated by all inner derivations
D(X, Y). By the formula (2.2) in [7] we get
(2.2)

βιj = Sώe) + Rώe) + RjM9

where βij = β(Eί9 £,-) and Stj = SίmSjk9 Rij = R^ij are the components of co variant
tensor fields of degree 2 obtained by contraction of indices. In [7] we also have
introduced a trilinear form y on © as γ(X9 Y, Z) = tr. D(X, Y)L(Z) for X, Y,
Ze©, where L(Z) is an endomorphism of © given by L(Z)W—ZW.
It is easy
to see that the coefficients yijk = y(Eh EJ9 Ek) of y is given by
(2.3)

Vtjk^Rl

Since any displacement η(e, x) preserves S and R, the tensor equations
(2.4)

R\jJSt, = 0

hold on G if and only if y = 0 at e. We concider the co variant tensor field B of
degree 2 whose components with respect to any chart in G are given by
(2.5)

Btj = Su + Ru + Rβ

and we call it the Killing-Ricci tensor of (G, η).
Now we state the main theorem:
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THEOREM. Let (G, η) be a regular analytic homogeneous system on a
connected and simply connected manifold G. Assume that the torsion S and the
curvature R of the canonical connection satisfy the equation (2.4). // the
Killing-Ricci form β of the tangent Lie triple algebra © of(G, η) at a base point
e is nondegenerate, then we have the following (l)-(3):
(1) The Lie triple algebra © is decomposed into a direct sum of simple
ideals as

© = &1 +...+ ©fc.
(2) (G, η) is isomorphic with the product homogeneous systems as

where each (Gr, ηr), r=l,..., /c, is a normal subsystem of (G, η) containing e
whose tangent Lie triple algebra is ©r in (1).
(3) The Killing-Ricci tensor B (resp. Br9 r=l,..., k) of the homogeneous
system (G, η) (resp. (Gr, ηr)) defines an invariant pseudo Riemannian structure
on G (resp. GΓ) and the isomorphism in (2) induces an isometry of pseudo Riemannian manifolds.
Moreover, such decompositions in (1) and (2) are unique up to the order.
PROOF. (1) (For the details cf. [7].) Applying Proposition 2 of [7] to the
Killing-Ricci form β of the tangent Lie triple algebra © at e with the assumption
yy* = 0, we get

β(XY,

Z) + β(Y9 XZ) = 0,

β(X, D(Y9 Z)W) + β(D(X, W)Y, Z) = 0
for X, 7, Z, PFe©. Since β is assumed to be nondegenerate, α(D(X, 7), Z) =
γ(X, 7, Z) = 0 and <*(D(X, 7), D(Z, W)) = β(Y, D(Z, W)X) imply that the Killing
form α of the standard enveloping Lie algebra 2Ϊ = © + D(©, ©) is also nondegenerate, i.e., $1 is a semi-simple Lie algebra. If § is an ideal of ©, then S1 = {X E ©
j»(Jf, §) = 0} is an ideal of (5 since, by (2.6),
flβδV^cflS1,
ffiS)^®1,
§) =
1
(0) and )8(D(©, S )©, §)cj5(D(©, §)ffi, δ^czjSίS, §•»•) = (0) which imply ©gJ-c
δ1 and D(©, S^ffic^. Set 9H = S n S1. Since SDl is an ideal of ©, 23 = $K +
D(©, ΪR) is an ideal of the Lie algebra 2ί and it satisfies α([93, 93], Sl)cα(», ®)cι

α(an, a«) + α(an, />(©, SR)) + α(D(®, an), D(©, aκ)> c α([®, an], D(®, aκ» c jg(an, an)

= (0) from which we obtain 93(1)=(0). Hence 93 = (0) by semi-simplicity of 91
and we see that aR = (0). Thus, if § is a proper ideal of ©, then we have a direct
1
sum © = δ + § of ideals and we get the simple ideal decomposition (1) of the
theorem. The decomposition of (G, η) in (2) is an immediate consequence of (1)
and Proposition in § 1, where each invariant subsystem (Gr, ηr) is a normal
subsystem since it is the kernel of the projection homomorphism. The uniqueness
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of the decompositions in (1) and (2) follows from simplicity of each ideal (δr of (5.
From the direct sum decomposition of (δ in (1) it follows that the KillingRicci form βr of each simple ideal (5r is obtained by the restriction of β to (Sr.
The Killing-Ricci tensor β is a covariant symmetric tensor field of degree 2. Since
any displacement of the homogeneous system is an affine transformation of the
canonical connection, we see that the Killing-Ricci form β of the tangent Lie triple
algebra (S at e is nondegenerate if and only if the Killing-Ricci tensor B is nondegenerate on G. Also we see that the tensor field B is invariant under any displacement of (G, η). Therefore, B defines an invariant pseudo Riemannian
metric on G. In the same manner, we have a pseudo Riemannian metric on each
Gr by the Killing-Ricci tensor Br of (GΓ, ηr) which is coincident with the induced
metric from B into the submanifold Gr. On the other hand, an analytic isomorphism of homogeneous systems is an affine diίfeomorphism of the canonical
connection. Thus the isomorphism of homogeneous systems in (2) preserves the
Killing-Ricci tensor, i.e., it is an isometry of the pseudo Riemannian structures.
(3) is thereby shown.
q. e. d.
Let (G, μ) be a geodesic homogeneous Lie loop on a connected analytic
manifold G and (5 be its tangent Lie triple algebra at the identity element e of G.
Under the map η: Gx Gx G-»G defined by (1.1) in § 1, G is an analytic homogeneous system. From their definitions it follows that the canonical connection
of the homogeneous system and of the homogeneous Lie loop are coincident
and that the homogeneous system is also geodesic. A geodesic homogeneous
Lie loop will be said to be regular if its homogeneous system is regular. Let
(H, ηH) be an invariant (analytic) subsystem of (G, η) with e e H. Then H is an
invariant Lie subloop of (G, μ) under the multiplication uv = ηH(e9 M, v) = η(e, u, υ)
for u, veH. In fact, any left inner map Lx y = η(xy, e)η(x, xy)η(e, x) preserves
H since H is an invariant subsystem of G. Conversely, any invariant Lie subloop
of the homogeneous Lie loop (G, μ) gives an invariant subsystem of (G, η) containing e. Therefore, the theorem given above implies the following;
COROLLARY 1. Let (G, μ) be a geodesic regular homogeneous Lie loop
defined on a connected and simply connected analytic manifold G. Assume
that the canonical connection satisfies the tensor equation (2.4) and that the
Killing-Ricci form of the tangent Lie triple algebra (£> of G is nondegenerate.
Then G is decomposed into a product loop of invariant Lie subloops GΓ(1 <r<k)
such that the tangent Lie triple algebra of each Gr is a simple ideal of the tangent
Lie triple algebra ©.
An analytic homogeneous system (G, η) is said to be symmetric ([5-II]) if
the map Se of G into G defined by Se(x) — η(x9 e, e) is an automorphism of (G, ή)
at some (hence every) point e. A homogeneous Lie loop G is symmetric if and
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only if its homogeneous system is symmetric. We have seen in [5-II] that G
is an affine symmetric space if (G, η) is symmetric, and in this case the tangent
Lie triple algebra is reduced to Lie triple system. As a matter of fact, the torsion
tensor of the canonical connection vanishes identically for a symmetric homogeneous system (G, η), and the equation (2.4) is trivially satisfied. Moreover,
the Killing-Ricci tensor of a symmetric homogeneous system is reduced to (twice)
the Ricci tensor 5^ = 1^ + 1^. Thus the following is obtained from the theorem:
COROLLARY 2. Let (G, η) be a symmetric regular homogeneous system
whose Ricci tensor is nondegenerate at some point e. Then we have the following (l)-(3):
(1) The tangent Lie triple system (& at e is decomposed into a direct sum of
simple ideals 0/(δ in a unique manner (up to the order).
(2) // G is connected and simply connected, (G, 77) is decomposed into a
product of symmetric normal subsystems according to the direct sum decomposition of the tangent Lie triple systems in (1).
(3) The canonical connection of (G, η) is equal to the pseudo Riemannian
connection of the pseudo Riemannian metric defined by the Ricci tensor B, and
the decomposition in (2) gives the de Rham-Wolf decomposition of the pseudo
Riemannian structure (G, B).
PROOF. Only to prove is the last statement (3), Since PB = 0, the coefficients
{fj} of the pseudo Riemannian connection defined by the metric tensor B are
equal to those of the canonical connection V of (G, η). On the other hand, we
know that the Lie triple algebra (5 is semi-simple in the sense of [6] if its KillingRicci form is nondegenerate (cf. [7]). Therefore, the Lie triple system (5 is of
reductive type in the sense of J. Wolf [10] and the decomposition in (2) is reduced
to the decomposition of Theorem 5.9 in [10] without the flat part.
q. e.d.
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